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Spring Jigsaw Puzzle.
Description: Put the jigsaw
puzzle pieces together to form
a picture of Spring. Instructions:
Click the Shuffle button to
begin. A photo puzzle is
always a great gift idea. We
offer a high-quality photo
puzzle with 200, 500, 1000 or
2000 pieces. Create your own
photo puzzle now. Printable
templates for Canada Day
puzzle.. Canada Index]
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[Worksheets] Counting Chart
Puzzle: Easier - Follow the
Directions (complete directions
to the path are given) Chart can
begin with any number
(maximum number for any box
is 100). Print out these New
Year printables including a
word search, crossword
puzzle, and more for your
students. Back to School
Printables for you as you get
started back to school. powered
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theTEENzpage web site for
TEENs! Explore free printable
& online TEENs games,
activities, puzzles, clip art,
colouring pages and online
coloring.
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